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Trails in Ukraine and Turkey
for true connoisseurs of adrenaline
Active tourism - tourism using active types of travel - on foot, skiing, cycling,
horseback riding. It is predominantly developed in territories that have preserved
their unique landscapes. These include, first of all, Ukraine and Turkey, which have
both lowland, marsh, steppe landscapes, as well as mou ntain and desert
landscapes. Active rest helps to strengthen the body, it gives an opportunity to
experience thrills, as well as an opportunity to see the world .
Technical features
Administrative geography/counties included: Black Sea regions of Ukraine and Turkey
Duration: 15 days
Seasonality: all year round
Transport accessibility: car, bike, on foot
Main goals:
promotion of local tourism resources and cultural heritage
strengthening the image and recognition of the region
promoting sustainable health and ac tive tourism
popularization of a healthy and active lifestyle, promotion of physical culture
Sub-sectors:

Part 1 Ukraine - time 12 days with overnights.
Sector 1 Odessa region
Route:
Berezovka (All-season sports and recreation complex "Action city") - Nerubayskoe
(Ranch of Uncle Bo, Museum of Partisan Glory) - Odessa (Equestrian club
"Ivanhoe", Aeroclub "Odessa", Surflaguna, Odessa kayaking center, Odessa karting
track, Museum of the Mystery of underground Odessa , Underwater Museum) Aleksandrovka (Active Leisure Club "ATV PARK") - Velikodolinskoe (Wake Park
"Chernomorsky") - Gribovka (Kite Club Odessa) - Hollow (fishing, camping on the
Yalpug Lake)
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Sector 2 Mykolaiv region
Route:
Migiya (rafting on the Yuzhny Bug river) - Yuzhnoukrainsk (rock climbing on the
rocky walls of the Yuzhny Bug river canyon) - Petropavlovka (hiking trip in the
Trikratsky forest and Akovsky canyon (Petropavlovka - Aktovo - Trikraty)) Semenovka (hiking along the canyons of the Semyonovka river - Ivanovka Bogdanovka - Konstantinovka) - Rozanovka (hiking along the banks of the Ingul
River (Rozanovka - Zavturovo - Sofiyevka)) - Parutino (National Historical and
Archaeological Reserve "Olvia") - Koblevo (Water Park "Koblevo").
Sector 3 Kherson region
Route:
Otradokamyanka (camping "Kozak") - Kherson (recreation center Petrovets camping kayaking, kayaks) - Dneprovskoe (fishing in the suburban complex "Delta
Dnieper") - Pravye Sagi (country complex "Grand Prix" - horse riding) - Staraya
Zburyevka (fishing in the country complex "Trophy Estate").
Sector 4 Zaporizhzhya region
Route:
Khortytsya Island (kayaks, horse riding, speleology, equestrian theater, kayaking,
slackline) - Zaporozhye (rope - jumping from the arch bridge, Adrenaline wake park
- windsurfing, diving - the opportunity to see the flooded rapids and the steam
locomotive blown up during the First World War and part of the railway Kichkassky
bridge at a depth of 55 meters) - Kushugum (kayak trip) - Kakmyshevakha (Seventh
Heaven aeroclub - hot air ballooning, hang gliding, paragliding and parachute
jumping) - Mirnoe (historical and archaeological reserve "Kamennaya grave ") Vasilyevka (Popov's castle) - Eliseevka (Eliseevsky quarry) - Berdyansk (the
Aqualand water park - the largest in Ukraine - 50,000 hectares) - Kirilovka
(windsurfing and kayaking school" Tortuga ").
Part 2 Turkey – time 3 days with overnights.
Sector 5 Central sea regions
Ordu (Çınarsuyu Natural Park, Gaga Lake, Ulugöl Natural Park) – Giresun (Kuzalan
Waterfall Natural Park, Blue Lake Natural Park, Kümbet Plateau) - Trabzon
(Uzungöl Natural Park)
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Part 1

Part 2
Keywords:
tourism
aquapark
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active recreation catacombs
active tourism
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kayaking
mountaineering
skiing
flying club
snowboard
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Types of sites:
wake park
flying club
catacombs
diving centers
water parks
hippodrome
horses farm

Part 1Ukraine - time 12 days with overnights.
Sector 1 Odesa region
Berezovka (All-season sports and recreation complex "Action city") - Nerubayskoe
(Ranch of Uncle Bo, Museum of Partisan Glory) - Odesa (Equestrian club "Ivanhoe",
Aeroclub "Odesa", Surflaguna, Odesa kayaking center, Odesa karting track,
Museum of the Mystery of underground Odesa , Underwater Museum) Aleksandrovka (Active Leisure Club "ATV PARK") - Velikodolinskoe (Wake Park
"Chernomorsky") - Gribovka (Kite Club Odesa) - Hollow (fishing, camping on the
Yalpug Lake)
Sector 2 Mykolaiv region
Migiya (rafting on the Yuzhny Bug river) - Yuzhnoukrainsk (rock climbing on the
rocky walls of the Yuzhny Bug river canyon) - Petropavlovka (hiking trip in the
Trikratsky forest and Akovsky canyon (Petropavlovka - Aktovo - Trikraty)) Semenovka (hiking along the canyons of the Semyonovka river - Ivanovka Bogdanovka - Konstantinovka) - Rozanovka (hiking trip along the banks of the Ingul
river (Rozanovka –Zavturovo – Sofiyevka)) - Parutino (national historical and
archaeological reserve “Olvia”) - Koblevo (water park “Koblevo”).
Sector 3 Kherson region
Otradokamyanka (camping "Kozak") - Kherson (recreation center Petrovets camping, kayaking, kayaks) - Dneprovskoe (fishing in the suburban complex "Delta
Dnieper") - Pravye Sagi (country complex "Grand Prix" - horse riding) - Staraya
Zburyevka ( fishing in the country complex "Trophy Manor").
Sector 4 Zaporizhzhya region
Khortytsya Island (kayaks, horse riding, speleology, equestrian theater, kayaking,
slackline) - Zaporozhye (rope - jumping from the arch bridge, Adrenaline wake park
- windsurfing, diving - the opportunity to see the flooded rapids and the steam
locomotive blown up during the First World War and part of the railway Kichkassky
bridge at a depth of 55 meters) - Kushugum (kayaking) - Kamyshevakha (Seventh
Heaven aeroclub - hot air ballooning, hang gliding, paragliding and parachute
jumping) - Mirnoe (historical and archaeological reserve "Kamennaya grave ") Vasilyevka (Popov's castle) - Eliseevka (Eliseevsky quarry) - Berdyansk (Aqualand
water park - the largest in Ukraine - 50,000 hectares) - Kirilovka (windsurfing and
kayaking school" Tortuga ").
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This route is ideal for energetic people who lead an active lifestyle and who are
connoisseurs of thrills. An adrenaline rush, vivid emotions, unforgettable
landscapes, all this is guaranteed to you. On our route, you have to go down
underground, drive a kayak or kayak, go up into the air, jump from a high bridge,
or you can just go on a hike through the beauty of Ukrainian canyons ... We are
already impatient!

Sector 1

Sector 2

Sector 3

Sector 4

Activities and designated places:
active tourism
facilities

scenic
views

cultural and heritage sites

picturesque landscape
and mesmerizing views
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Part 2 Turkey – time 3 days with overnights.
Sector 4 Central sea regions
Ordu (Çınarsuyu Natural Park, Gaga Lake, Ulugöl Natural Park) – Giresun (Kuzalan
Waterfall Natural Park, Blue Lake Natural Park, Kümbet Plateau) - Trabzon
(Uzungöl Natural Park)

Activities have an important structure in tourism movements with the effects of
revitalizing natural resources, creating image and increasing touristic attractiveness
in the areas where they are organized. Nature-based activities have effects such as
mobilizing income-enhancing elements, providing employment to the local
community, and providing tourist facilities to the region and region in the long
term. Activities also have functions such as getting away from the routine and
boredom of daily life and making life more meaningful to individuals. Activities can
be on a very wide scale as social, economic, cultural, natural and political. Turkey
has significant potential in terms of effectiveness due to its historic heritage and
natural and cultural resources. In addition to attracting tourists to the destination
or region where activities are organized, they also help to protect and develop the
social identity. Activities on this route include activities based on the natural
elements of the Black Sea region.

Activities and designated places:
active tourism
facilities

scenic
views

picturesque landscape
and mesmerizing views
cultural and heritage sites
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All-season sports and recreation complex "Action city"
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All-season sports and recreation complex "Action city"
We invite you to the fascinating world of the “Action city” sports and recreation
complex. This complex is located on the picturesque edge of a pine forest, where
the crystal clear air is so saturated with oxygen that in itself is an excellent cure for
all diseases. Fans of an active lifestyle will find a vacation here to their liking, and if
you are not a fan of alpine skiing, you can have fun riding a tubing with a breeze,
enjoying the unforgettable panorama of our region.
In summer: mountain biking on the ski slopes and among the pine forest. Specially
designed routes will give you the opportunity to feel the adrenaline, as well as
enjoy the surrounding nature and the purest country air.
In winter: Skiing, snowboarding, snow tubing.

Address: village Berezovka, Odesa
Phone: +380 (96) 147-95-32
Website: https://action-city.od.ua/
Email: action-city@ukr.net
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Uncle BO's ranch
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Uncle BO's ranch
Uncle Bo's Ranch is a country-style vacation in the village of Nerubayskoye on the
picturesque bank of the Khadzhibeyevsky estuary, 4 km from Odesa and 10 km
from the Black Sea. Guests at the Rancho will be offered a variety of recreation:
horseback riding and sledding, excursions to the catacombs, home-cooked dishes
cooked over an open fire, wine tasting in a wine cellar for adults, a children's
playground, parking.
Here you will be warmly welcomed by stylish ranchers in cowboy ammunition and
first of all will introduce you to the most important inhabitants of the Ranch horses. Anyone, regardless of age, gender and weight, will be able to feel
themselves at a height in the literal and figurative sense. Experienced cowboys will
help you to take the "first steps" of horseback riding in training arenas, accompany
you on horseback riding to the picturesque bank of the Khadzhibey estuary, ride a
chaise ...
Address: 4b, st. Prigranichnaya, Nerubayskoe village
Tel .: +38 (067) 482 2098
Opening hours: 9.30 - 21.00, daily
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Museum of Partisan Glory
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Museum of Partisan Glory
The Museum of Partisan Glory is one of the few underground museums in Ukraine.
The Museum of Partisan Glory was created in 1969 in the village of Nerubayskoye,
Odesa region. The underground part of the museum's exposition is located in one
of the old underground workings, where in the 19th century, shell rock was mined
by hand for the construction of Odesa. The catacombs are located 12-14 meters
underground here. During the Great Patriotic War, the catacombs in the village of
Nerubayskoye were the location of one of the largest partisan detachments in the
region.
The Museum of Partisan Glory is a monument to the partisan movement in the
Odesa region and, in particular, to the soldiers of the detachment of the Hero of
the Soviet Union Vladimir Molodtsov-Badaev.

Address: village Nerubayskoe
Contact phones of the museum: +38 (067) 292-30-55, +38 (067) 729-24-85.
GPS coordinates: 46 ° 54'39 "North 30 ° 62'73" East
Opening hours: daily from 9:00 to 16:00, except Monday
Entrance ticket 50 UAH
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AEquestrian club " Ayvengo"
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Equestrian club " Ayvengo"
Equestrian club " Ayvengo" is located near the Odesa hippodrome. Here you can
learn to ride a horse surrounded by nature, ride a horse and spend time with the
"horse doctor" (hypotherapy). The most vivid memories, romantic horseback riding
on the sea. Horses and attributes of this club are often used on film sets by
filmmakers from Ukraine and Russia.

http://horse.Odesa.ua/
Facebook https://www.facebook.com/groups/1611541919115954/
https://www.facebook.com/horse.Odesa.ua/
Instagram horse_club_aivengo
Tel: +38 (048) 794 61 52
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Aeroclub "Odesa"
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Aeroclub "Odesa"
The sports airfield "Gidroport" is located 2 km from Odesa, between the
Khadzhibey and Kuyalnitsky estuaries, and is an unpaved airfield prepared for flying
and parachute jumping. At the "Gidroport" sports airfield, motor hang-gliders,
airchutes, paragliders, airplanes and helicopters are based, as well as places for air
stands and maintenance of arriving transit aircraft.
Various sports competitions are regularly held at the airport: parachute, aircraft
model, radio-controlled car models (there is one of the best track for radiocontrolled racing cars in Ukraine), flights of radio-controlled aircraft models are
carried out. The territory of the airfield can accommodate up to 15,000 people, it
is possible to use it for concerts and other public events.

Address: Odesa, Hydroport airfield
Phones: +38 (0482) 341-999
+38 (050) 461-98-99
+38 (097) 501-98-99
airclub.od@ukr.net
http://www.airclub.Odesa.ua/
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Surflaguna
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Surflaguna
The summer season runs from April 28 to October 10. Our instructors will teach
everyone, young and old, to ride a board, the main thing is desire. All summer at
the station there is a windsurf rental, training and a free children's windsurf school.

Address:
ODESA, Champagne lane;
Truman Beach Complex;
Dolphin beach, left wing.
Mail: surflaguna.Odesa@gmail.com
Tel .: +38 (063) 389 71 17
Working hours: 9:00 - 19:00
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Odesa kayaking center
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Odesa kayaking center
The center was one of the first in Odesa to start providing services for renting
kayaks and SUP boards, therefore, they took a leading place in their field of activity
and proved themselves worthy.
The kayaking center has a positive reputation primarily due to the quality of
services provided, a pleasant, friendly atmosphere, affordable prices and of course
an individual approach to each of our guests.
The company's mission is to provide a high-quality and affordable service for
renting kayaks and SUP boards in Odesa.
Thanks to the dedicated employees of the company with many years of experience,
including instructors, managers and administrators, we can guarantee you safety
on the water during rental, teach you rowing techniques from scratch, give bright
and positive emotions that you will definitely want to share with friends and family.
The center is constantly growing and developing, opening new rental points on the
most popular beaches of Odesa, developing the most picturesque routes,
organizing kayaking tours in southern Ukraine, increasing the fleet of floating funds,
improving the work system, improving the qualifications of personnel and much
more.
https://kayak.od.ua/
https://www.facebook.com/kayak.Odesa/
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Odesa karting track
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Odesa karting track
A great holiday that will easily cheer you up after a week and put your thoughts in
order. If you have no plans for the weekend, head to the Odesa karting track at 17
Bazovaya Street and spend a few hours at speed. Be sure to bring your children
with you. You can go in karting from the very childhood - it is a safe, well-developed
sport.
You are waiting for 9000 m² of wide, interesting track, the configuration of which
is designed according to European standards and changes every month. The fastest
and most dynamic kart brought from the Michael Schumacher karting track. Suits,
helmets and other ammunition can be obtained right on the spot, so you don't have
to buy anything extra.
useful information:
https://kart.od.ua/
Address: 17, st. Basic, Odesa (7 km of the Ovidiopolskaya road,
inside the warehouse complex "Nove Misto")
Coordinates: 46.4443625, 30.6499011
Phones: +38 (096) 783 82 20, +38 (073) 783 82 20
karting@kart.od.ua
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Museum "Secrets of underground Odesa"
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Museum "Secrets of underground Odesa"
"Secrets of underground Odesa" - an underground museum, which is a local
monument "The Catacombs of Moldavanka".
The museum presents the history of various events that took place in the
catacombs of the city.
Wearing helmets and flashlights, you will go into the dungeon, descending to the
depths of an 8-storey building. You will see an anti-nuclear bunker, underground
lakes, bones of ancient animals and other finds of speleologists. You will also hear
stories about the emergence of quarries, smugglers, slave trade, partisan
movement during the Second World War. To visit the museum, you must have a
jacket / windbreaker and comfortable shoes. The temperature in the caves is +15C.

Address: 3-b, 2nd Razumovsky lane, Odesa.
Group tours - daily at 10:00, 14:00, 17:00.
Prices: adult - 250 UAH, children - 150 UAH. (7-14 years old), 100 UAH (4-6 years old).
Registration by phone: +38 (096) 4425437, +380667839536.
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Odesa Underwater History Museum
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Odesa Underwater History Museum
The Odesa Underwater Historical Museum was created primarily for guests of the
city and residents of Odesa who are not indifferent to diving. The exposition is
represented by sculptures of historical figures, naval artifacts of the Great Patriotic
War and the Crimean War, as well as anchors of various systems and eras.
Submerged under the water, you will find replicas of ancient Greek sculptures, anti landing hedgehogs from the Second World War, cast cannonballs that sank in the
Black Sea during the Crimean War, and much more. All this is located among the
picturesque underwater rocks, next to the representatives of the flora and fauna
of the Black Sea. Each year, the exposition is replenished with new exhibits, which
are often found by ordinary scuba diving enthusiasts.
Recreational diving tourism is rapidly gaining momentum around the world. Every
summer season the museum is visited by hundreds of divers, both Ukrainian and
foreign. The underwater exhibition is an excellent opportunity to spend an active
and memorable vacation. The museum has become a favorite anchorage for
pleasure yachts, which include scuba diving.
Address: 1, Lidersovskiy Boulevard, Odesa
Tel:+38 (068) 652 46 61
OPENING HOURS: ordering excursions by appointment by phone
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Active recreation club "ATV PARK"
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Active recreation club "ATV PARK"
The active recreation club "ATV PARK" allows people thirsty for adrenaline and
speed to enjoy unforgettable emotions thanks to the organization of extreme trips
on the most powerful off-road equipment. These are ATVs! Today this type of
transport is very popular among tourists. He is loved by both adults and children.
Thanks to riding an ATV, you can get a number of positive and vivid emotions that
will remain in your memory for many years.
In the active recreation club "ATV PARK" you can order a tour service along the
coast of the Big Adjalyk estuary. So, the most beautiful Odesa views will open up
for you, and the sea air during the walk will saturate you with its useful properties.
You can also buy gift certificates in the active recreation club, thus surprising your
relatives or friends. After all, it will be an excellent gift for any person, especially if
he does not expect such a turn of events at all.
Address: 4, Izumrudny lane, Aleksandrovka village,
Navigator address: N46 ° 36.843 'E030 ° 51.281'.
Tel: +38 (063) 741-15-04
https://tury-na-kvadrotsiklah-i-baggi.uaprom.net/
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Wake Park "CHERNOMORSKIY"
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Wake Park " CHERNOMORSKIY "
Wakeboarding is one of the most popular water sports, and videos of tricksters
holding on to the halyard (special cable) doing incredible things on the board break
all records for the number of views on YouTube. In Odesa, you can join the
international movement of wakeboarders by driving just eight kilometers from
Odesa to the shore of the Aleksandrovsky reservoir, to the Chernomorsky wake
park.
The park has everything you need for a full-fledged outdoor activities: cable cars, a
swimming pool, sports equipment and board games. You can rent sports
equipment from us.
We would especially like to mention the wakeboarding school with professional
trainers and instructors for beginners. They provide training and education not only
for adults, but also for children. And here you can also have a delicious meal in the
fresh air, cooked on the grill.
Address: 3, st. Vasnetsova, p. Malodolinskoe
Tel:+38 (048) 704‒00‒07
https://chernomorskiy.com.ua/
Wake Park is open daily: 09:00 - 20:00; working months: May-October.
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Kitesurfing
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Kitesurfing - Kite Club Odesa
Kitesurfing is a great way to transform the strength of the wind into a powerful
stream of positive emotions. A kite is not only a bright wing that pleases the eye.
In the right hands, this is a powerful tug that allows you to ride on the surface of
water and land, going far, jumping high and getting a lot of pleasure from it. Hence
the name of this exciting activity - kiting (when riding a board - kiteboarding, on the
surface of the water - kitesurfing). And if you do it skillfully, kite surfing is both
exciting speed and impressive jumps, this is a real delight and a sea of positive
emotions.

Address: 17, "Golden Bugaz", Gribovka Resort
Phone: +38 099 943 74 45
kiteclubOdesa@gmail.com
https://kiteclub.od.ua/
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Beach complex-camping "Bolboka"
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Beach complex-camping "Bolboka"
Near the village of Kotlovina and the town of Bolgrad there is a picturesque lake
Yalpug.
Yalpug (or Yalpukh) is a freshwater estuary lake located in the South -West of
Ukraine in the Odesa region, the largest natural lake in Ukraine. Length 39 km,
width up to 6 km, area 149 km². The water area of the lake is rich in a variety of
fish, so fishing fans will definitely appreciate this place.
For lovers of beach recreation by the lake there is a beach complex -camping
"Bolbolka"
The Bolboca complex includes two equipped beaches, a parking lot, as well as nine
campgrounds where vacationers can stay for rest.
Location: Kotlovina village
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Rafting on the Yuzhny Bug River
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Rafting on the Southern Bug River
In general, we are talking about active recreation on the Yuzhny Bug River, which
is the only flat river in Ukraine that has the same ra pids as on mountain rivers.
Rafting on the Southern Bug has a big advantage - a sufficient water level to go
rafting all year round! The river canyon is one of the most ancient parts of Eurasia,
which has not descended into the depths of the sea for 60 million years. Landscapes
of unprecedented beauty, opening up during the rafting, will help you to plunge
into the world of wild nature, to get an unforgettable experience.
Rafting is a rafting on the rapids on special inflatable boats with qualified
instructors. Today it is one of the most popular types of outdoor activities on the
Ukrainian tourist market.
Safety during the rafting is provided by qualified instructors who have all the skills
to accompany tourists, which makes it possible for people with no e xperience to
participate.
Important! The age of independent participants is at least 16 years. Accompanied
by adults - from 6 years old. Do not have personal medical contraindications!
Price from 300 UAH / person
Location: Kovalenkiv island, Migia village,
Phones:+38 (095) 400-72-75 (every day from 08:00 to 20:00)
http://www.rafting-migeya.com.ua/
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Rock climbing, Yuzhnoukrainsk
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Rock climbing, Yuzhnoukrainsk
They say better than mountains - there can only be mountains. In order to truly
understand and reveal all their strength and power, you need to truly conquer
them. Rock climbing will help you with this! It doesn't matter if you are a
professional or a beginner, everyone can do this sport, if only there is a desire! Hug
a rock, touch its rough structure and feel like a superhero!
Climbing is an unusual extreme type of recreation, thanks to which people become
mentally and physically stronger, and fight their fears. Climbing promotes health
promotion, improvement of mental and physical development, develops such
qualities as initiative, dedication, perseverance. In addition, this type of vacation
gives you the opportunity to see the world with completely different eyes!
In the Mykolaev region there is such a unique place where the rocky walls of the
canyon of the Yuzhny Bug river are combined together with rapids with islands.
This place is located near the city of Yuzhnoukrainsk. There are rock massifs here
that are suitable for both beginners and experienced climbers. In this place, the
annual festival "Rest actively" is held, within the framework of which a climbing
competition "In Memory of a Comrade" is held, which attracts climbers from all
over Ukraine and neighboring countries.
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Travel Trikratsky forest and Aktovsky canyon
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Travel Trikratsky forest and Aktovs ky canyon
Start in the village of Petropavlovka. Breakfast. Pedestrian crossing Petropavlovka - Aktovo.
During the trek you will see the unsurpassed beauty canyon of the Mertovovod River and the
beginning of the Aktovsky canyon. Aktovsky canyon resembles t he famous canyons of North
America. Granite rocks here reach 30 -50 meters in height. Along the way, we will hear many
legends about the Dead Man River from the time of Herodotus' journey. Lunch near the source,
and dinner near the village. Aktovo, where we set up camp. Overnight. Day 2: Breakfast.
Trekking from Aktovo along the canyon of the Arbuzinka River (Devil's Gorge). Everyone can go
down to the bottom of the canyon and see the place from which the huge boulder was taken,
which is now located in front of the Vienna International Center and is a symbol of the
European continent. Breaking up a camp in the village of Aktovo. Inspection of the tract
"labyrinth" in the Trikratsky forest. The forested area was intertwined with branches of the
river with diff erent bridges from one side of the river to the other, because of this the tract was
called "Labyrinth". Lunch. G oing to the villa ge Trikraty. Overnight. Dinner. Day 3: Breakfast.
Trekking to the "Vasilyeva Apiary", where a forest, a lake and a heron nesti ng place are
intertwined in one beautiful landscape. We will go down the ravine to a 500 -year-old oak tree.
According to legend, if you walk around the oak tree three times, you can find true love. Lunch
near the oak. Descent to the beginning of the villag e Trikraty.
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Canyons of the Southern Bug River
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Canyons of the Southern Bug River
The Southern Bug River and its canyons keep thousands of years of secrets. Her e primitive people
lived and hunted, the legendary Roman legions and Zaporozhye Cossacks guarded their borders,
the hordes of the Ottoman Empire passed through. Do you want Gipanis to reveal all its secrets
to you? Welcome to hike with us! Children from 10 years old can take part in this trip.
Our journey will begin with an ascent to the Bakhuzin plateau, from whi ch a beautiful view of the
canyon of the Southern Bug river opens. There was also a border post of the Zaporozhye Cossacks
(the remains of fortifications have been preserved). 0We will also walk to the remnants of the
fortress of economy New Landau and "Nikolaevsky stonehenge" - Yuzhnobug cromlech (a cult
building of the 5-6th century BC). Charged with ancient energy, we move further t owards the
village of Ivanovka. The road lies between the rocks to the mouth of the Kamenka river, and after
that we will go to the Romanesque (Roman) threshold, where we will stop for lunch. After lunch,
we will explore the ruins of the border fortress Strannitsa - this is the name of the border post of
the Zaporozhye Cossacks. Now only a few dozen stones and an ancient road leading to the lower
reaches of the Southern Bug have been preserved here. We will also go to an artifact dating back
to the Stone Age - an altar stone (aka a cutting table) of ancient hunters. We go to one of the
highest bridges in Ukraine - Ivanovsky, which is over 40 meters high! The bridge offer s a gorgeous
view of the river.
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According to the legends of the Ingul River
The route passes through the landscape parks "Monastyrische" and the Priingulskiy
landscape park. "Monastery" is a pre-Christian temple, a pagan religious building
with altars and sacred symbols on the stones. "Monastery" is shrouded in legends.
One of them says about a Cossack treasure hidden in one of the caves of the park.
There are many scenic spots to see in the Priingul Landscape Park. Here water
bodies and rocks are harmoniously combined. Many of the rocks have their own
names - "Pugach", "Pillar" (or "Rock of the Stone Heroes"), "Sleeping Beauty", etc.
The famous Pelageevsky women's monastery is also located here. Children from 10
years old can take part in this trip.
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National Historical and Archaeological Reserve "Olvia"
The National Historical and Archaeological Reserve "Olvia" began work in 1926.
The city-state of Olbia was founded by the Greeks in the 6th century BC and
existed for a thousand years. Ther e are still references to him in the works of
Herodotus. Officially, the city was called Olbia, although some ancient authors
have a different name - Borisfen. This is probably due to the proximity of the
settlement to the Dnieper, which the Greeks called Borisfen. The reserve received
national status in 2002 and covers an area of 300 hectares. History of the reserve
Academician Petr Pallas and writer Pavel Sumarokov at the end of the 18th
century proved that the settlement on the right bank of the Bug es tuary is the
remains of the city of Olvia. The first studies of the settlement were carried out in
1848-1853 under the leadership of A. Uvarov. However, systematic excavations
began only in the 20th century. Scientists from Bulgaria, England and Poland als o
came to study Olbia. What to see in the reserve On the territory of the historical
and archaeological reserve you can see such interesting places: Settlement, which
consisted of an upper, terraced and lower city.
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Water park "Koblevo"
The famous resort Koblevo is located 40 km from Odesa and 70 km from Nikolaev.
These places are famous for the cleanest beaches, mild climate, friendly southern
sun, under the rays of which the best wine grapes ripen. The wine brand of the
same name - Koblevo is known all over the world, but the old resort has relatively
recently acquired another bright attraction, one of the largest water parks in
Ukraine.
Koblevo Water Park opened its doors to visitors on August 1, 2007. Since then,
every second vacationer has visited it, and took with him a piece of pleasant
memories of steep slides, blue pools, hydromassage, and the real atmosphere of a
summer holiday.
Koblevo is an entertainment complex, the concept of which is based on water
attractions, however, it will not be boring here not only for children, but also for
their parents.
The price of an adult ticket is 600 UAH, a child ticket is 400 UAH
https://aquakoblevo.net/
Address: 150, Morska street, Koblevo village
Phone: +38 (05153) 9-71-10
E-mail: info@aquakoblevo.net
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Camping Kozak
"Kazak" is an eco-zone of comfort and peace, located in the center of Tavria with
many historical and cultural monuments and spiritual shrines. Nearby there is a
gate to the National Natural Park "Nizhnedneprovsky". Only nature, clean air and
an atmosphere of carelessness!
We invite you:
• explore the most beautiful and remote from civilization parts of the Dnieper by
kayaks. Rent kayaks with the possibility of a simultaneous walk up to 30 people;
• enjoy a beach holiday, swim and sunbathe;
• cook your favorite meals on the wood using the cooking areas;
• set up camp in a tent camp or take a place in the parking lot for car camping;
• play volleyball and beach football in a specially equipped play area.
• Also, there are showers with cold and hot water, washbasins and toilets. Available
Wi-Fi throughout the base and charging points for electrical appliances.
Address: 1, st. Tourist, village Otradokamenka
Phones: + 380-95-877-69-69; + 380-98-822-63-16
E-mail: kozakbaza@gmail.com
https://www.camping-kozak.com/
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Recreation center Petrovets
Rest on the Dnieper at the "Petrovets" base is the most convenient alternative to
outdoor recreation for Kherson residents and guests of the city. The base is located
in a backwater opposite the central embankment. Ten minutes by boat - and from
the noisy atmosphere of the city you find yourself in a quiet corner of the Dnieper
nature.
"Petrovets" is equally well adapted to weekend recreation by youth companies,
collective visits to a bathhouse with access directly to the river, corporate events,
seminars and trainings, as well as permanent residence in cottages with all
conveniences. In summer, this is a picnic spot on the beach at the most
“democratic” prices. In spring and autumn, a bathhouse with access directly to the
Dnieper, a banquet hall, cottages for permanent residence are at your service.

Address: 2nd backwater, Kherson
Phones: +38 (0552) 39-00-29, (068) 702-24-00, (067) 552-29-11
https://reka.ks.ua
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Delta Dnieper - Fishing and recreation complex
Are you going fishing or just want to spend your long-awaited weekend in nature,
but don't know where to go yet? We invite you to visit our complex "Delta
Dnieper", which is located at the very bottom of the Dnieper River. This place is just
perfect for fishing! The lower reaches of the Dnieper is a network of canals, bays,
which are separated by flooded islands. Fishing on the Dnieper is a great pastime
with the whole family, beautiful nature, clean air and an excellent catch. The
Dnieper is inhabited by pike, perch, bream, catfish, crucian carp, carp and other
river fish. Rest in our complex for every angler is associated with unforgettable
impressions and positive emotions. Rest in the complex "Delta Dnieper" is not only
excellent fishing, but also new adventures, travel along the majestic river,
picturesque nature and much more.

Address: 5, st. Clay, s. Dniprovskoe
Phones: +38 (095) 287-16-65
E-mail: admin@deltadnipra.com
https://deltadnipra.com
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Complex "Grand Prix"
Just half an hour's drive from Kherson, among the fragrant coniferous forest is the
"Grand Prix" complex. Here you find yourself in a real fairy tale, and this is not an
exaggeration. Over the years of its existence, the "Grand Prix" complex has created
all the best for guests and for their carefree, pleasant rest from the bustle of the
city.
Since 2010, an equestrian club of the same name has been operating here, which
includes an arena for holding demonstrations and competitions, and a stud farm
engaged in breeding, training and preparation for dressage competitions, as well
as selling Trakehner, Oldenburg, Westphalian and Ukrainian riding breeds.
You will also find here a hotel and a cottage complex with various types of
accommodation, swimming pools and saunas, and most importantly - an
enchanting view of the forest.

Address: s. Right Sagi, Oleshki,
Phones: +38 (050) 396-40-30, +38 (066) 528-12-13, +38 (050) 274-90-20
http://grandprix.ks.ua
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Estate "Trophy"
Estate "Trophy" invites you to have a wonderful rest on the shores of the
picturesque Zburyevsky Kut Bay, located in the delta of the Dnieper River. The
estate is located in a beautiful corner of the Kherson region, a cozy, quiet place, the
village of Staraya Zburyevka, Golopristansky district, not far from the protected
Kinburn spit and the Black Sea biosphere reserve.
In the estate "Trophy" you will have the opportunity not only to relax, but also to
actively spend time fishing. Dnieper floodplains are deservedly famous for a large
variety of fish. Everything is found here - from small bleak fish, roach, ruff and rudd
to huge carp, pike and catfish. The fish always bite here! And which of the pleasures
can be compared with the exciting catching of a large predator ?! Fishing on the
Dnieper for pike, catfish, carp, zander is an undoubted feature of the lower reaches
of the Dnieper.

Address: 168, Naberezhnaya street, village Staraya Zburyevka
Phone: +38 (095) 369 5042
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Kayaking
In the area of Khortitsa, kayakers have chosen a place near three matches and "Bad
Skeli". One-day kayak tours and evening boat trips are organized for everyone.
Price:
Classes - 30 UAH / 1 hour. Schoolchildren and students 50% discount on a monthly
subscription
Kayak rental - 30-40 UAH / 1 hour, 100-160 UAH / day
Walking:
- 3-hour tour "Durna Skelya" - 150 UAH.
- 6-hour tour of the flooded area of Domakhi - 240 UAH.
- 8-hour tour "Old Dnieper and the rocks of Khortytsia" - 240 UAH.
- 2-day tour around Khortytsya Island - 450 UAH.
Kayaking school
Address: Zaporozhye
Mob.phone: (095) 725-59-39
Mob.phone: (050) 322-72-16 - Sergey Khvostenko
Site: baydarka.zp.ua
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Slackline
Representatives of the organization of extreme entertainment "Ot vinta" teaches
everyone the tricks of the slackline - walking on the sling. Balancing with the whole
body, extreme sportsmen walk on slacks - special bands that are stretched between
two vertical surfaces, for example, between trees. Athletes teach this delicate
matter for free.
And the members of the "Team Extreme Advanture" club on the tourist beach of
Khortitsa even held a slackline festival. Not only professionals in this sport, but also
amateurs could take part in competitions.

Company Ot vinta
Mob.phone: +38 (093) 786-91-47 - Vitaly Marchenko
Mob.phone: +38 (068) 452-41-50 - Dima Siverin
Site: otvinta.zp.ua
Zaporizhzhia, Khortytsya island
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Equestrian theater "Zaporozhye Cossacks"
Unforgettable impressions and a sea of positive will be guaranteed to residents and
guests of our city when visiting the Zaporozhye raisins and the cult place of the
Equestrian Theater "Zaporozhye Cossacks".
It is no secret that there are historical places that for thousands of years have
caused surprise, awe and delight in humans. Their natural beauty and uniqueness
remain in the memory forever.
If you are interested in equestrian sports or horse riding in the unforgettable places
of the island of Khortytsya, then you are in the right direction. Do you want to go
horseback riding on the Khortytsya island?
An experienced professional trainer in a short time, reliably and safely will study
you using the most gentle and natural methods to stay in the saddle.
You and your children will be taught horse riding in compliance with all safety rules;
patiently and kindly, with an individual approach to each member of our riding club.
Address: Verkhnyaya Khortitsa, Zvezdny lane
Tel .: (061) 220-28-78
Price: Horseback riding excursions from 110 UAH. (more than 15 routes)
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Sports speleology
Participants of the caving club "Khortitsa" practice the technique of ascent and
descent on the rocky Khortytsya slopes with special climbing equipment. They train
to travel to the Crimean gorges and explore the depths of the earth.
Zaporizhzhya Digger Club "Poterna"
Website: poterna.borda.ru
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"Khortitskaya Around the World"
Khortitskaya Around the World is a kayaking around the Khortytsya island, which is
organized by our active recreation club. We start from the central beach, or waves,
make a circular route around the island. You need to spend about 6-7 hours on this
trip: from 9 am to 6 pm. This route is more difficult in comparison with the
Kushugum Plavni, because it is twice as long (30 kilometers).
Group hike on kayaks around the island of Khortitsa. Beautiful landscapes and an
unforgettable experience await you.
Route length: 30 kilometers
Duration: 9:00 - 18:00
Cost: 350 hryvnia for two people
The starting point of the walk: the central beach of Zaporozhye or Volna
Regularity: once a month, depending on the size of the group
+38 (099) 973-16-19
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Jumping from the arch bridge in Zaporozhye (height 45 m.)
Jumping, we fly from one world to another, almost the same, immediately
forgetting where we came from, and not worrying about where we are going. We
simply live in the moment, we understand life in all its manifestations and try to be
free!
Jumping from the bridge is an incredible adrenaline rush, drive and insane energy!
Just take a step forward, and you will forever remember the feelings you have
experienced! This is an extremely addictive entertainment, but completely safe!
According to psychological and preclinical medical research, borderline states that
occur during the flight have an indisputable therapeutic and prophylactic effect on
depression, boredom, sclerosis and osteochondrosis, increase potency and cut
psychological tails, promote cholesterol breakdown and increase the level of
endorphin (the hormone of happiness) in the body ...
Coordination and registration for jumps by phone
+38 (097) 6204297, 0505009731, 0951402729,
zalmost@gmail.com, ermitagec@ukr.net
most.zp.ua
https://www.facebook.com/groups/zalmost/
https://www.facebook.com/zpmost
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Wake park "Adrenaline"
Wakeboarding or wakeboarding (often just wake, from the English wakeboard:
wake - wake, board - board) is an extreme sport that combines elements of water
ski slalom, acrobatics and jumping. Wakeboarding has similarities to snowboarding,
skateboarding and surfing. One of the developing sports and recreation.
There are two disciplines in wakeboarding: wakeboard boat and wakeboard
electric traction (cable wakeboarding). In boat wakeboarding, an athlete rides after
the boat, holding on to the halyard, and performs various tricks using a running
wave and springboards.
In cable wakeboarding, the movement of an athlete through the water is carried
out using a mechanized cable-towing system that replaces the boat. There are ring
installations where movement occurs in a circle (wake parks), and reversible
installations, where the athlete can only move forward and backward.
You can try yourself in wakeboarding right here in Zaporozhye in the Adrenaline
wake park. Come instructing and enjoy the wake!
https://www.facebook.com/wakezp/
www.instagram.com/wakeparkadrenaline
Phone: +38 (095) 776 2777
Address: 60, Naberezhnaya magistral, Zaporozhye
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Kayaking trips along the Zaporizhzhya floodplains
The most interesting routes are along the Kushugum Plavni, with access to the
Kakhovskoe reservoir. This is a real "Zaporozhye jungle". Routes of different load
and for different age groups. We visit places that you cannot imagine! You should
have seen the members of the group: they are like foreign tourists with round eyes,
cameras around their necks with a surprised look. The channels are sometimes
littered with trees - really, like a jungle. There are channels so narrow that the boat
cannot turn around, with turns of 90 or 150 degrees. Around the birds are singing,
herons, dives, mosquitoes, ducks. As well as lilies, water lilies. As if it were not on
the Dnieper and not in Zaporozhye at all.
Routes of various lengths 12-18 kilometers. We are on the water for 3-5 hours with
access to different islands for a snack.
During the trip, photo-video recording is carried out on a GoPro camera, which is
the key to the success of the memory of the places of visit.
"Kushugum Plavni"
Route length - 10-15 kilometers
Address: starting point of the walk: the beach of the fish factory in Kushugum.
+380 (99) 973-16-19
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Aeroclub "Seventh Heaven"
Hot air balloon flight - what is it?
Flying in a hot air balloon is an unforgettable experience of your life, an opportunity
to feel like a pioneer. You will experience the same strong, magnificent sensations
as the courageous conquerors of the airspace Pilarte de Rozier and the Marquis
d'Arland, who were the first to fly into the sky on a hot air balloon.
You will be seized by both delight and happiness at the same time, you will visit a
magnificent state of lightness, freedom, take your breath away from pleasure and
delight. While in the sky, you will remember all the happy moments you
experienced. And you realize that this moment is - a great, unforgettable, historical
one for you and your life! At the agreed time, you will be met and taken to the
launch site, where your first balloon flight will begin. Here you will have a ready-tofly balloon waiting for you, or, if you wish, you can personally observe the entire
process of balloon preparation. After a short briefing, you can join the preparation
of the balloon for the flight. Photographing of this event will be carried out on
request.
+38 (067) 95-11-001, +38 (050) 823-06-12
v.zuieva@gmail.com
The cost of the flight is 9500 UAH.
Start place 47.706087, 35.555824 (Kamyshevakha village, Zaporozhye region).
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Stone grave in the Melitopol region
The National Historical and Archaeological Reserve "Kamennaya Mogila" is a
unique place in terms of the history of architecture and culture. The sandstone hill,
contrary to its name, has a natural origin: a huge pile of stones up to 12 meters high
and with a total area of 30 thousand square meters appeared as a result of water
and air erosion, due to which a huge mass of sandstone split into many piec es of
various sizes and shapes.
On many stones you can see ancient drawings - petroglyphs. They are well
preserved because they were carved with harder stones. Interestingly, this place
combines drawings dating from different eras - from the Paleolithic to the Middle
Ages. Many legends are associated with the origin of the "Stone Tomb". According
to one of them, it was formed due to the fact that the bogatyr Bogur, who was
guilty before Allah, during the execution of punishment, drove the mountain,
pulling stones from the mountain ridge. But, wishing to outsmart God, th e hero
made the stones loose and eventually fell into one of the cracks formed. There he
died of hunger, and the wind covered Bogur's body with sand, which is still kept
between the stones.
Location: 1, st. Zapovednaya, settlement Mirnoe.
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Popov castle in Vasilievka
An outstanding architectural monument located in Vasilyevka, 50 kilometers from
Zaporozhye. The estate of the Popov nobles was built in the second half of the 19th
century. This building is one of the few castle complexes that have survived to our
time.
The castle museum includes a historical complex - "The estate of a landowner from
the period of the development of the Wild Field", and an architectural complex buildings of the 19th century. The structures are striking in beauty, differ in the
quality of the masonry walls. The estate has three outbuildings, a stable and an
observation tower.
Museum "Popov's Estate" is located in the western wing, where there is an
ethnographic hall, an exposition dedicated to the events of the Second World War.
The museum also features works by local artists. Particularly interesting is the hall
with exhibits from the Popov castle. Here you can see decorative elements,
photographs and documents, personal items and antique embroidery.
Location: 12, Gagarin street, Vasilievka village.
Cost. The price of visiting the museum and the territory of the castle for adults is from
25 hryvnia, for schoolchildren and students - from 15 hryvnia.
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Eliseevsky quarry
Eliseevsky quarry is a picturesque place among the steppe expanses. The unique
geological object is located about 55 kilometers from Berdyansk. It covers an area
of about five hectares and consists of several excavations located one after
another. Two of them are filled with water and are connected by a rocky bridge.
Amazing lakes with blue water appeared as a result of the flooding of the quarry.
The rest of the pits are dry, because once a natural stone was mined here pegmatite.

Location. The quarry in Eliseevka is located on the outskirts of the village in a cozy place,
hidden away from human eyes. The depth of the lakes is about 20 meters, and their
shores are steep and inaccessible, but at the same time very beautiful.
Cost: free.
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Aqualand Berdyansk
Berdyansk water park is rightfully called the largest in Ukraine and one of the
largest in Europe, its total area is 50,000 sq. M.
The Aqualand territory is equipped with everything necessary for a comfortable
stay. The water space occupies 3,000 square meters and is divided into 3 zones:
main, swimming and children's.
The main pool is 1,000 square meters of purified fresh water, the depth of which is
one and a half meters. You can safely swim in it, play games with a company, drift
on an inflatable mattress. It is equipped with three jacuzzis and stylish fountains.

Address: 2, Makarova street, Berdyansk
Phone: +38 (066) 510 9459
Prices
Adult ticket from 410 UAH to 595 UAH
Child from 240 UAH to 575 UAH
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Windsurfing and kiting school "Tortuga"
Many tourists who come to rest in Kirillovka have repeatedly observed windsurfers
and kitesurfers who cut the waves of the Utlyuk estuary. This is a very spectacular
sight that will take your breath away. You can watch surfers for hours, but if you
still decide to move from the category of observers to real athletes, then this article
will help you figure out how to take the first step towards your dream.
Kirillovka is an almost ideal place to learn this extreme sport due to the shallow
depth of estuaries and the long coastline with a gentle and soft bottom. And due
to the fact that the water in the estuaries quickly warms up, you can go kitesurfing
and windsurfing here from early May to mid-October.
School "Tortuga" is one of the oldest schools in Kirillovka. The training is carried out
by experienced instructors, trust you will be safe.
One of the main advantages of the school is accommodation with tents on the
school grounds.
Address: 69, Fedotova spit, smt. Kirillovka
Mob.phone: +38 (050) 594-97-41
Mob.phone: +38 (050) 917-54-44
Site: wind.da.zp.ua
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ÇINARSUYU NATURAL PARK-ÜNYE-ORDU
The Natural Park attracts the attention of its visitors due to its proximity to the
district center (Ünye), its easy accessibility, its being on the sea, being able to
experience the sea and forest air together and the accommodation units (Country
House and Tent Camp Area).
With the integration of the marine and beach ecosystem with various forest trees,
it is an area where visitors can meet their recreational needs. Natural Park has a
wide area and features habitats that diversify and enrich the faunistic structure
such as forest, sand and stream.
Natural park includes fountain for daily use, playground for children, wooden
greenhouse, picnic tables, tented campground for accommodation and country
houses.

Useful Information
Address: Gölevi, 52300 Sahilköy/Ünye/Ordu
Website: http://cinarsuyu.tabiat.gov.tr
Visiting hours:: 00:00-00:00
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GAGA LAKE – FATSA-ORDU
The depth of the lake ranges from 10-15 meters. There is a small island in the
middle of the lake. Among the hazelnut gardens, the lake in the greenery contains
many species of plants and animals. It is among the important stations of tourism
and landscape enthusiasts. Plant diversity around the lake is also an important
habitat for water birds. It is a feeding, breeding and shelter place for many water
birds. The lake is also important for migratory birds to be on the migration route.
Therefore, the lake is an crucial place for bird watching.

Useful Information
Address:
Sefaköy, 52400 Fatsa/Ordu
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ULUGÖL NATURAL PARK-GÖLKÖY-ORDU
Gölköy is a crater lake 17 km away from the district center. It has a high landscape
value due to its natural structure. Especially in the autumn season, the color
harmony formed by yellowing of the leaves fascinates those who see it. There are
three landslide dammed lakes in the area; one of the lakes is large and the other
two are small lakes covered with reeds. The fish species of Abant Trout live in the
large lake.
Ulugöl Natural Park, which welcomes visitors with its rich forest ecosystem, is
suitable for visitors to perform activities such as picnics, nature walks, bicycle tours,
photography, plant and wildlife watching.
The natural park includes potable water fountain, accommodation facilities, buffet,
toilet, masjid, children's playgrounds, campground and picnic tables.

Useful Information
Address:
Haruniye, 52600 Gölköy/Ordu
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KUZALAN WATERFALL NATURAL PARK-DERELİ-GİRESUN
Kuzalan Waterfall, which fascinates the viewers, hosts many species and a different
ecosystem besides its rich beauties such as caves, monumental trees and historical
mills.129 plant species belonging to 60 different families and 105 bird species
belonging to 36 families are also located in the natural park.
The most important feature of the park is that it has its travertines in the forest.
With this feature, it is the largest in the world after Yellowstone National Park in
the USA. In addition, Monasteries, Castles, and Arched Bridges among historical
beauties stands out. Nature Walking, photo safari, bicycle safari, atv, rock climbing,
hand-line fishing, bird watching can be done.

Useful Information
Address: Giresun Şebinkarahisar Yolu, 28950 Pınarlar/Dereli/Giresun
Visiting hours: 07:00-19:00
Entrance fee: 5 TL
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MAVİ LAKE NATURAL PARK-DERELİ-GİRESUN
Mavi Lake, one of the hidden beauties of the Black Sea, is the only place where
soda water flows as a stream in the Eastern Black Sea Region. Mavi Lake turns
turquoise, especially in certain months. The water of Mavi Lake, which consists of
3 lakes with large and small sizes and is called 'Sodalı Lake' among the people, is
turquoise with the effect of limestones and soda water.
Mavigöl, which consists of four large and small lakes, attracts tourists with its
turquoise color in summer. The Lake, which fascinates its visitors with its natural
beauty, is one of the places visited by local and foreign tourists.

Useful Information
Address: Sürmen, Pınarlar Köyü Yolu, 28950 Pınarlar/Dereli/Giresun
Visiting hours: 07:00-19:00
Entrance fees: Pedestrian 10 TL - Entrances with vehicle 15 TL
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KÜMBET PLATEAU-DERELİ-GİRESUN
Kümbet Plateau, which is called as the mysterious plateau behind the mists about
60 km away from Giresun, consists of some plateaus and Aymaç Location in the
vicinity. Kümbet Plateau, which gives its name to the center, is one of the most
popular plateaus of Giresun. The plateau is spread over a wide range of meadows
surrounded by flowers surrounded by lush forests. For daily visitors, plenty of lamb
is presented as grilled and cooked by self-catering at the fireside.
This location, where Kümbet Plateau Festivals are organized, is a hill with a rich
landscape of natural beauties. The plateau consists of plains covered with grass and
sprinkled in the forest. Spring festivals are usually organized in Giresun on the
second term of July. In these festivals, folk dances are played and various
competitions are organized and animal products are marketed. The most famous
of these festivals is the Kümbet Plateau Festivals organized on Saturday and
Sunday, which coincide with the second week of July.

Useful Information
Address:
28950 Kümbet/Dereli/Giresun
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UZUNGÖL NATURAL PARK-ÇAYKARA-TRABZON
Forest, rich variety of species, unique landscape beauties that it offers to its visitors
in every season and natural set lake formed as a result of landslide are important
resource values of the area. There are a wide variety of recreational activities
within the area that domestic and foreign tourists can benefit from.
Accommodation, picnics, fishing, bicycle tours, photo safari, nature walking,
wildlifewatching, paragliding, heliskiing are some of these possibilities.
In 2018, Uzungöl, one of the most important tourist destinations in the Black Sea
and Turkey, was awarded Natural Adventure Park. Built in integration with nature,
the adventure park diversifies fun and sports activities for tourists in the region.

Useful Information
Address:
Uzungöl, 61940 Çaykara/Trabzon
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TYPES OF TARGET CLIENTS

Origin

local
national
international

Age

20-40 years old

TRAVELER PROFILE
motivated cultural tourist
significant interest in sports / nature / history
significant interest in culture
significant interest in social and environmental
interested in sports / extreme aspect
in search of thrills and adrenaline
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Budget

medium budget
high budget

MARKETING STRATEGY
ONLINE

OFFLINE

1. Promotion on the website and in social
networks, thematic forums.
2. Social media influencer integration and support
local population and local tourism participants
3. Promotion and partnership with digital tourism
newspapers and travel blogs
4. PDF guide and mobile app.
1. Promotion through brochures in hotels and
restaurants, sports schools
partnership with tourist offices
2. Establishing partnerships with tour operators
and local travel providers

NEW PRODUCTS / SERVICES RECOMMENDED
1. Establishing routes to specific religious sites
based on architecture, art, culture, etc.,
which complement each other
religious / pilgrimage tours / routes.
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Agency of Sustainable Development and European
Integration “Lower Danube” Euroregion”
Address: 58 Kyshynivska str., Izmail,
Odesa region, Ukraine, 68600
E-mail: asdei.euroregion@gmail.com
Website: www.asdei.od.ua
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